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ABSTRACT
SPLASH (the Southern Parkes Large-Area Survey in Hydroxyl) is a sensitive, unbiased
and fully-sampled survey of the Southern Galactic Plane and Galactic Centre in all
four ground-state transitions of the hydroxyl (OH) radical. The survey provides a deep
census of 1612-, 1665-, 1667- and 1720-MHz OH absorption and emission from the
Galactic ISM, and is also an unbiased search for maser sources in these transitions.
We present here first results from the SPLASH pilot region, which covers Galactic
longitudes 334◦ to 344◦ and latitudes ±2◦. Diffuse OH is widely detected in all four
transitions, with optical depths that are always small (averaged over the Parkes beam),
and with departures from LTE common even in the 1665- and 1667-MHz main lines.
To a 3σ sensitivity of ∼ 30 mK, we find no evidence of OH envelopes extending beyond
the CO-bright regions of molecular cloud complexes, and conclude that the similarity
of the OH excitation temperature and the level of the continuum background is at
least partly responsible for this. We detect masers and maser candidates in all four
transitions, approximately 50 per cent of which are new detections. This implies that
SPLASH will produce a substantial increase in the known population of ground-state
OH masers in the Southern Galactic Plane.
Key words: Galaxy: disc, ISM: molecules, masers, radio lines: ISM, surveys
1 INTRODUCTION
The hydroxyl radical, OH, was the first molecule detected
at radio frequencies in the interstellar medium (ISM; Wein-
? Email: joanne.dawson@csiro.au
reb et al. 1963), and is a versatile probe of ISM physics and
chemistry. It exists widely throughout the Galactic ISM (e.g.
Goss 1968; Caswell & Haynes 1975; Turner 1979; Boyce &
Cohen 1994), in local molecular clouds (e.g. Sancisi et al.
1974; Wouterloot & Habing 1985; Harju et al. 2000), high-
latitude translucent and cirrus clouds (Grossmann et al.
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1990; Barriault et al. 2010; Cotten et al. 2012), associated
with atomic Hi absorption features (Dickey et al. 1981; Liszt
& Lucas 1996; Li & Goldsmith 2003), and extending outside
the CO-bright regions of molecular clouds (Wannier et al.
1993; Allen et al. 2012). OH is an important component
in diffuse gas chemistry (e.g. van Dishoeck & Black 1988)
and a necessary precursor to CO formation in diffuse re-
gions (Black & Dalgarno 1977), where it may exhibit en-
hanced abundances relative to H2 (Liszt 2007). The 18 cm
ground-state transitions (at 1612, 1665, 1667 and 1720 MHz)
in which OH is most commonly observed are seen both in
absorption and emission, enabling direct measurements of
the line optical depths and excitation temperatures (e.g.
Nguyen-Q-Rieu et al. 1976; Dickey et al. 1981; Colgan et al.
1989). Relations between the four lines provide constraints
on the physical properties of the gas, as well as the excita-
tion mechanisms by which the levels are populated (Guibert
et al. 1978).
The first astronomical maser was also discovered in hy-
droxyl (Weaver et al. 1965). Strong OH masers occur in a
wide range of astrophysical environments, including super-
nova remnants (e.g. Wardle & Yusef-Zadeh 2002), evolved
stars (e.g. Sevenster et al. 1997b), and high-mass star-
forming regions (e.g. Caswell & Haynes 1987; Caswell 1998;
Breen et al. 2010a), where – compared to other masers such
as methanol and water – they are preferentially associated
with later stages of the high-mass star formation process
(e.g. Forster & Caswell 1989; Caswell 1997). Around the
circumstellar envelope of evolved and dying stars, OH is
preferentially associated with a later stage of stellar mass
loss compared with other species such as SiO and H2O (e.g.
Likkel 1989; te Lintel Hekkert et al. 1991; Nakashima &
Deguchi 2003). With a strong Zeeman splitting factor, OH
masers have also been used to measure the total in-situ mag-
netic field, making them a unique tool for Galactic magnetic
field studies (e.g. Reid & Silverstein 1990; Fish et al. 2003;
Green et al. 2012). They also provide information on Galac-
tic structure and dynamics complementary to that shown
by the interstellar gas.
SPLASH (the Southern Parkes Large-Area Survey in
Hydroxyl) is a sensitive and unbiased survey of the Southern
Galactic Plane and Galactic Centre in all four ground-state
transitions of OH with the Parkes 64-m telescope. The first
phase of the survey will map the region 332◦ < l < 8◦ in
Galactic longitude and |b| < 2◦ in Galactic latitude, at the
high sensitivities necessary to detect widespread diffuse OH,
as well as new, low-flux-density maser sources. The survey
objectives and some relevant background on the OH ground-
state transitions are described below.
1.1 Ground state OH excitation and note on
terminology
The 2Π3/2, J=3/2 ground state of OH is split by two pro-
cesses. The first is lambda doubling – the interaction be-
tween the rotation of the molecule and the orbital motion
of the unpaired electron – and the second is the hyperfine
interaction between the nuclear and electronic spins. This
gives rise to four sub-levels, as shown in Fig. 1, with tran-
sitions at rest frequencies of 1612.231, 1665.402, 1667.359
and 1720.530 MHz. The relative intensities of the four lines
(as set by the square of the matrix element of the electric
Figure 1. Energy level diagram of the ground state hyperfine
structure transitions of OH. Here F is the total angular momen-
tum quantum number, including the nuclear spin. Frequencies are
in MHz.
dipole moment) are 1:5:9:1 for the 1612-, 1665-, 1667-, and
1720-MHz lines respectively (see Townes & Schawlow 1955).
In the case of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), the
optical depths of the four lines, τν , are (to a good approxi-
mation) related by the same ratios.
In reality, departures from LTE are common in inter-
stellar OH. The satellite lines at 1612 and 1720 MHz in par-
ticular are readily inverted, and can be strongly non-thermal
while the 1665- and 1667-MHz main lines remain in approx-
imate LTE. Such behaviour arises from the structure and
selection rules of the OH rotational ladder, which readily
allow molecules to be transferred between levels with differ-
ing values of the total angular momentum quantum num-
ber, F , while leaving the overall population of each half of
the Λ doublet approximately constant (see Elitzur 1992, for
details). Diffuse OH line profiles commonly show an approx-
imately symmetrical pattern of emission and absorption in
the satellite lines, with excitation temperatures, Tex, that
are strongly sub-thermal in one line, and either very high
or negative in the other. When Tex is negative the line is
technically masing, although for diffuse OH the maser gain
is very low.
In this work we use the term ‘diffuse OH’ to refer to
the extended molecular ISM, in which maser action is ei-
ther absent or very weak. The typical diagnostic signature
is broad, weak line profiles with an almost symmetrical pat-
tern of emission/absorption in the satellite lines, and main
lines that are either both in emission or both in absorption.
We use the term ‘masers’ to refer to unresolved, narrow and
strong emission features whose lack of matching or mirrored
profiles in the full set of four lines indicates strong, high-gain
maser action from a localised parcel (or parcels) of gas with
strong velocity coherence.
1.2 Survey objectives
1.2.1 Diffuse OH
Previous large-scale surveys of diffuse OH (e.g. Robinson
et al. 1971; Caswell & Robinson 1974; Haynes & Caswell
1977; Turner 1979; Boyce & Cohen 1994) have been under-
sampled, limited in latitude coverage, and often carried out
in only one or two lines (see Turner 1979 for a comprehen-
sive tabulation of all surveys prior to that work). Crucially,
they have also lacked the sensitivity to detect anything but
the strongest diffuse OH emission and absorption.
SPLASH is an order of magnitude more sensitive than
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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these past surveys, and provides a high-sensitivity, high-
velocity-resolution, fully-sampled and wide-area census of
diffuse OH in the inner Galaxy. A major outcome of
SPLASH will be the ability to quantify key parameters of the
diffuse OH distribution on Galactic scales, such as its scale
height and degree of concentration in spiral arms, as well as
physical properties such as masses, column densities, optical
depths and excitation states. The ability to trace patterns
of satellite-line excitation across large sections of the Galaxy
provides a promising new tool with which to probe the den-
sity and ambient IR radiation field (e.g. Guibert et al. 1978),
and may also provide a means of disentangling physically
distinct structures that are blended in the spatio-velocity
domain. Another key aim is to assess the effectiveness of
OH as a probe of low-extinction, partially-molecular mate-
rial in which CO abundances are low (e.g. Wannier et al.
1993; Liszt & Lucas 1996; Allen et al. 2012; Cotten et al.
2012). This will be carried out via comparisons with exist-
ing CO (Mizuno & Fukui 2004) and Hi (McClure-Griffiths
et al. 2005; Kalberla et al. 2010) surveys.
An important corollary aim of SPLASH is to provide
vital short-spacing data for the upcoming GASKAP sur-
vey, which will use the Australia Square Kilometre Array
Pathfinder (ASKAP) telescope to image Hi, diffuse OH and
OH masers in the 1612-, 1665- and 1667-MHz lines through-
out the Galactic Plane, Magellanic Clouds and Magellanic
Stream (Dickey et al. 2013).
1.2.2 Maser science
SPLASH is a fully-sampled blind survey for all four ground-
state maser transitions with sensitivities and coverages that
improve (to varying degrees) on previous work (e.g. Caswell
& Haynes 1983, 1987; Sevenster et al. 1997b; Caswell 1998;
Sevenster et al. 2001). The primary aim with regards to
masers is to provide a sensitive and unbiased census of 1612-,
1665-, 1667- and 1720-MHz OH masers in the Fourth Quad-
rant of the Galactic Plane and the Galactic Centre region,
which will form the basis of a wide range of follow-up studies.
While SPLASH observations themselves are in total inten-
sity, follow-up high-resolution observations towards newly
detected sources in full Stokes are underway at the Australia
Telescope Compact Array (ATCA).
OH main-line masers arise primarily in high-mass star
forming regions. Science targets for the maser portion of
the survey and its associated follow-up work include con-
solidation of the role of OH 1665- and 1667-MHz masers as
evolutionary signposts of the high-mass star formation pro-
cess (e.g. Ellingsen et al. 2007; Breen et al. 2010b), as well as
the identification of new low flux density objects to supple-
ment the sources in the ‘MAGMO’ project, which aims to
trace Galactic magnetic fields using ground state maser Zee-
man splitting measurements (Green et al. 2012). 1612-MHz
masers primarily arise from evolved stars, with a smaller
fraction arising from star forming regions. The detection of
new 1612-MHz sources will facilitate large-scale statistical
comparisons with SiO and H2O masers in evolved stars from
the Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) to planetary nebula
(PN) phases, with the aim of clarifying the evolutionary se-
quence of observed maser transitions in these objects (e.g.
Lewis 1989; Nyman et al. 1998; Go´mez 2007). SPLASH will
also detect new examples of the rarer 1720-MHz masers,
which are most commonly associated with star forming re-
gions (e.g. Caswell 1999, 2004), often accompanied by main-
line masers; a smaller, quite distinct, class is associated with
supernova remnants (e.g. Green et al. 1997), where the 1720-
MHz masers are not accompanied by any other transition.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA PROCESSING
2.1 Observations
The pilot region covers the range 334◦ < l < 344◦ in Galac-
tic longitude and |b| < 2◦ in Galactic latitude. Observa-
tions were made between 2012 May and November with the
Australia Telescope National Facility (ATNF) Parkes 64-
m telescope. The receiver was the H-OH receiver, with a
standard feed that provided two orthogonal linear polarisa-
tions. Data were taken in on-the-fly (OTF) mapping mode,
in which spectra are taken continuously as the telescope is
scanned across the sky. The survey region was divided into
2 × 2 degree tiles, each of which was mapped a total of
ten times to achieve target sensitivity. Repeat maps were
scanned alternately in the Galactic latitude and longitude
directions to minimise scanning artefacts. The scan rate was
34 arcsec s−1, with data output every 4 s at intervals of 2.3
arcmin, and the spacing between scan rows was 4.2 arcmin.
This oversamples the beam (which has a FWHM of 12.6
arcmin at 1720 MHz) both perpendicular and parallel to
the scan direction. Off-source reference spectra were taken
every two scan rows, where the off-source position for each
map was chosen to minimise the elevation difference between
the reference position and the map throughout the course
of observations. All reference positions were observed for a
total integration time of 20 minutes prior to the main sur-
vey to ensure no emission or absorption was present. The
ATNF standard calibrator source PKS B1934-638 was ob-
served once per day in two orthogonal scans.
The system temperature was monitored using a rapidly
switched noise source injected at the front end of the re-
ceiver, and was recorded every integration cycle. Typical
system temperatures were 25–30 K, excluding pointings to-
wards bright continuum sources within the Galactic Plane.
Data were recorded simultaneously in three frequency bands
centred on 1612, 1666 and 1720 MHz, each with 8192 spec-
tral channels over a bandwidth of 8 MHz. This corresponds
to a velocity coverage and channel width of ∼ 1400 km s−1
and 0.18 km s−1 respectively.
2.2 Data reduction
Bandpass calibration, flux density calibration and velocity
scaling was carried out with the ASAP1 and Livedata2
data reduction packages, in combination with python mod-
ules currently under development as part of the SPLASH
data reduction pipeline. Bandpass calibration was per-
formed using off-source reference spectra according to:
S∗ =
PON − POFF
POFF
Tsys,OFF (1)
1 http://www.atnf.csiro.au/computing/software/asap/refman/
2 http://www.atnf.csiro.au/computing/software/livedata/index.html
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where S∗ is the flux density of the source position, PON and
POFF are the on-source and off-source power measured by
the telescope, and Tsys,OFF is the system temperature at the
off-source position (in Jy). Residual spectral baseline struc-
ture was removed by flagging bright spectral lines, perform-
ing a linear interpolation over the missing channels, then
heavily smoothing the remaining spectrum with a Gaussian
kernel of σ = 220 channels (∼ 40 km s−1) to produce a
model of the continuum flux and residual baseline shape.
This model is then subtracted from the original spectrum
to produce continuum-subtracted, baseline-corrected spec-
tral line data. This process was carried out on each raw
spectrum (4 s integration time) prior to gridding, and later
again on the gridded cube, for which the better signal-to-
noise resulted in greatly improved baseline solutions.
More precise calibration factors were derived for each
frequency and polarisation from the daily observations of
PKS B1934-638, assuming standard (unpolarised) flux den-
sities of 14.34, 14.16 and 13.98 Jy at 1612, 1666 and
1720 MHz (Reynolds 1994). Small correction factors of be-
tween 1.1 and 1.3 were derived, which remained stable to
within ∼ 1 per cent over the full period of the observations.
The conversion from flux density to a main-beam bright-
ness temperature scale (Tmb) was then performed assuming
standard main-beam gains for the H-OH receiver of 1.30,
1.34 and 1.39 Jy K−1 for 1612, 1666 and 1720 MHz3. From
hereon any reference to observed brightness temperature is
referring to this main-beam temperature.
Gridding of the spectra into spatio-velocity cubes was
performed with the Gridzilla2 software package (Barnes
et al. 2001). We use a Gaussian smoothing kernel of 20′
truncated at a cutoff radius of 10′, which results in an effec-
tive resolution (FWHM) of ∼ 15.5 arcmin. This relatively
large kernel size is chosen to improve the sensitivity to ex-
tended sources and optimise the spectral line cubes for weak,
extended signal. The statistic used to compute the bright-
ness temperature in a given pixel is a weighted mean with
censoring of outliers, chosen for its robustness against RFI.
The two orthogonal polarisations are summed during grid-
ding to produce total intensity (Stokes I) cubes. A separate
set of Jy-scaled, point-source-optimised cubes were created
for maser science applications, by enabling the ‘beam nor-
malisation’ option in Gridzilla. Further details of the grid-
ding algorithm can be found in Barnes et al. (2001) and the
Gridzilla in-package documentation.
Post-gridding, low-level signal was discovered in two ref-
erence positions belonging to both the positive and nega-
tive latitude maps at 336◦ < l < 338◦. This was corrected
to the first order by removing the affected velocity range
(−5.5 < vLSR < −2.5 km s−1) from the raw reference spec-
tra and linearly interpolating over the missing channels. The
residual effect on the data is small, and has no significant
effect on the analysis in this work. Accurate fitting and sub-
traction of reference position signal will be carried out in
the final processing pipeline.
The final rms sensitivity to extended emission in the
gridded cubes is between ∼ 25–70 mK in a 0.18 km s−1
spectral channel, with a mean of ∼ 35 mK, where the highest
3 http://www.parkes.atnf.csiro.au/cgi-
bin/public wiki/wiki.pl?H-OH
noise is seen at positions coincident with strong continuum
sources. The mean rms point-source sensitivity in the maser-
optimised cubes is ∼ 65 mJy in a 0.18 km s−1 channel. For
the purposes of much of the diffuse OH work, spectra are
binned by 4-channels in the velocity dimension, increasing
the channel width to 0.7 km s−1 and reducing the mean
noise to ∼ 16 mK. Unless otherwise stated, all analysis of
diffuse OH in this work makes use of these binned cubes.
Further improvements, particularly in baseline quality and
residual RFI mitigation, are to be implemented in the final
processing pipeline.
2.3 Continuum maps and system stability
The model of the continuum and baseline residuals is also
calibrated and gridded as above, then averaged in frequency
to produce complementary continuum images.
The measured continuum flux is sensitive to additional
contributions to the incoming power such as ground radia-
tion, as well as variations in system gain. These effects are
generally elevation-dependent, and may also vary tempo-
rally on both long and short timescales. In SPLASH, off-
source spectra are taken every ∼ 10 minutes, and the max-
imum elevation difference between the furthest corner of
a map and its corresponding off-source reference position
never exceeds 4 degrees (and is typically less than 2 de-
grees). The gain terms contained within PON and POFF in
equation 1 are therefore expected to be reasonably similar,
and errors arising from gain drift are not severe. In addition,
skydip observations confirm a maximum error of ∼ 0.4 K in
the main beam brightness temperature arising from the ele-
vation difference between ON and OFF positions. This value
is always < 10 per cent of even the weakest continuum emis-
sion in our survey region.
This stability is quantitatively confirmed by examining
repeat maps of the same region taken at multiple epochs
and elevations. The per-pixel standard deviation for a given
position in repeat observations of the same map is typically
∼ 0.05–0.6 K; or within < 10 per cent of the mean brightness
temperature for 99 per cent of pixels. Differences are not
correlated with LST, UTC, absolute elevation or Julian date.
A fundamental limitation of referenced observing is that
we may only directly measure the difference in continuum
brightness between the on-source and off-source positions. In
order to recover the absolute value, we must therefore obtain
an estimate of the brightness temperature at 1.6–1.7 GHz at
the survey reference positions. For this we make use of the
S-PASS 2.3 GHz (Carretti et al. 2013) and HIPASS 1.4 GHz
(Calabretta et al. 2013) continuum surveys of the Southern
sky. The HIPASS data use a full beam temperature scale,
are absolutely calibrated, and include the 2.73 K cosmic mi-
crowave background (CMB). S-PASS data includes no CMB
contribution and no zero-level offset, and has an uncertainty
in its zero level of 0.1 K (Carretti, private communication).
Both datasets have an effective beam size of 14.5 arcmin
(S-PASS was originally 10.75 arcmin, smoothed here to the
HIPASS resolution for the goals of this work).
The SPLASH reference positions are located at |b| >
2.25◦, where the continuum emission is primarily diffuse and
extended compared to the Parkes beam. In order to compute
a spectral index at each reference position, we first subtract
the zero level offset of 3.3 K from the HIPASS data (Cal-
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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Figure 2. Combined peak emission and peak absorption maps for all four ground state OH lines in the SPLASH pilot region, created
by plotting the most extreme value of the brightness temperature at each spatial position. Only detections significant at the 4σ level are
shown. Small black-bordered white circles overlaid on the left-hand panels show the peak positions (to the nearest 3 arcmin pixel) of
masers and maser candidates. Contours overlaid on the right-hand panels show the continuum brightness temperature at the line rest
frequency. Contour levels run from 10.0 to 20.0 K at intervals of 2.5 K, then from 20.0 to 50.0 K at intervals of 5.0 K. Contour colours
are chosen to aid visibility and have no physical meaning. The panels are ordered with the main lines (1667 and 1665 MHz) first and
satellite lines (1720 and 1612 MHz) second to highlight the corresponding or conjugate nature of the four transitions.
abretta et al. 2013), where this value contains the 2.73 K
CMB and a ∼ 0.6 K contribution from the Galactic diffuse
synchrotron emission in the lowest emission areas. The map
is then rescaled to a main beam temperature scale assuming
a main beam efficiency of ηmb = 0.60± 0.08. This value and
its uncertainties are estimated from the efficiency implied
by the scaling of Calabretta et al. (2013, ηmb = 0.52), and
that measured for the central beam of the Parkes multibeam
receiver (Staveley-Smith et al. 1996, ηmb = 0.69). Spectral
indices at each reference position were then computed from
the HIPASS and S-PASS data, and used to estimate the con-
tinuum brightness temperature at 1612, 1666 and 1720 MHz
respectively. A final zero level correction of +3.1 K was then
applied, which consists of the CMB plus a ∼ 0.4 K contri-
bution from the Galactic diffuse synchrotron emission. This
was estimated from the 1.4 GHz value by assuming a spec-
tral index of 2.7 (Platania et al. 2003). The uncertainty prop-
agated through from the choice of main beam efficiency is
±0.5 K.
The reference position brightness temperatures are
added to their corresponding continuum map tiles prior
to gridding, to produce absolutely calibrated 1612, 1666
and 1720 MHz continuum maps. The resulting maps vary
smoothly across tile boundaries, confirming that the magni-
tude of the corrections are accurate to within a few tenths of
a Kelvin. Overall, we consider the uncertainty on the final
continuum maps to be . 1.0 K in Tmb.
3 RESULTS
OH is widely detected in all four transitions throughout the
pilot region. Fig. 2 shows combined peak emission and peak
absorption maps for each line, created by plotting the most
extreme value of the brightness temperature, Tb at each spa-
tial position. Continuum contours and the peak positions of
maser sources are also shown. Fig. A1 shows channel maps
of the same region, in which the data have been binned in
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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the velocity dimension to a channel width of 3.6 km s−1 in
order to improve the signal-to-noise.
The main lines are dominated by a band of strong ab-
sorption along the Galactic Plane, much of which arises from
the Scutum-Crux Arm at −50 . vLSR . −30 km s−1.
The most prominent main-line emission is seen at veloc-
ities more negative than −120 km s−1, consistent with a
location in the 3 kpc arm (see e.g. Dame et al. 2001; Green
et al. 2011), and behind the bulk of the continuum-emitting
material along the line of sight. Prominent absorption fea-
tures at higher latitudes of |b| & 1.0◦ are relatively local gas
(−25 . vLSR . +5 km s−1) seen in absorption against the
diffuse Galactic background. Main-line masers lie clustered
along the Galactic Plane, as expected for sources that pre-
dominently trace star-forming regions. With the exception
of these bright maser sources, the 1665-MHz line is gener-
ally weaker than the 1667-MHz line, as expected from their
differing transition strengths. Example spectra are shown in
Fig. 3.
The 1612- and 1720-MHz satellite lines show the ex-
pected anomalous excitation pattern, with one transition
seen in emission and the other in absorption (see Figs. 3
and A1). The most common sense of the inversion in this
region is emission in the 1720-MHz line and absorption in
the 1612-MHz line; however, both senses are seen commonly
throughout the cube. This is consistent with the findings of
Haynes & Caswell (1977) who observed this region at con-
siderably lower sensitivity. With the exception of masers,
the satellite-line brightness temperatures are always of a
similar magnitude, and where differences exist, the satel-
lite line showing the same behaviour as as the main lines is
the stronger of the pair. This phenomenon, and its interpre-
tation, are discussed further in section 4.1.
The absolute brightness temperatures of the satellite
lines are generally smaller than the main lines, which is the
a-priori expected behaviour given their smaller transition
strengths. However, this is not always the case, and the satel-
lite lines are even detected in some places where the main
lines are not. Excluding masers, we find that ∼ 10 per cent
of 4σ OH detections are detected in the satellite lines alone –
a fact that highlights their largely-untapped potential as dif-
fuse molecular gas tracers (see also Turner 1982). A promi-
nent example is the thick filament of 1720-MHz emission
(and 1612-MHz absorption) seen between 341◦ < l < 343◦,
−1.3 < b < −0.7◦, which is completely absent at 1665 and
1667 MHz. Such behaviour is expected where the main-line
excitation temperatures are close in magnitude to the back-
ground continuum level, but Tex(1612) and Tex(1720) are
not. This is discussed further in section 4.3.
The 1612-MHz satellite transition shows an abundance
of bright masers, most of which show the double-horned pro-
file characteristic of the expanding shells of evolved stellar
sources. Unlike the main-line masers these 1612-MHz masers
show only minimal clustering around the midplane. 1720-
MHz masers are rare, with only six detections in this region.
We return to the subject of the maser population in section
4.4.
Figure 3. Example spectra showing primarily diffuse OH. The
grey spectra above each panel show [Tb(1612) + Tb(1720)] −
[Tb(1667)/9.0+Tb(1665)/5.0], with voxels in the vicinity of maser
emission flagged out (blank ranges). The diffuse OH lines show
their characteristic pattern – main-line signal with |Tb(1667)| &
|Tb(1665)| (usually in absorption), with a symmetrical pattern of
emission and absorption in the satellite lines. The data in these
figures have been binned to a channel width of 0.7 km s−1.
4 DISCUSSION
4.1 The brightness temperature sum rule and
constraints on optical depth
For small optical depths, background continuum emission
with a flat brightness temperature spectrum, and |Tex| 
hν/k (≈ 0.08 K), the intensities of the four ground state
transitions are intrinsically related by the brightness temper-
ature “sum rule” (see e.g. Robinson & McGee 1967; Brooks
& Whiteoak 2001),
Tb(1667)
9
+
Tb(1665)
5
= Tb(1612) + Tb(1720). (2)
We find that, within the uncertainties, essentially all diffuse
OH detections in the SPLASH pilot region follow this re-
lationship. Blanking strong maser emission from the cube,
and restricting analysis to voxels detected at the 4σ level in
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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at least one line, the quantity |Tb(1667)/9 + Tb(1665)/5 −
Tb(1612) − Tb(1720)| is only significantly greater than zero
(at the 3σ level) for 0.3 per cent of the sample – consistent
with a null result. (See also Fig. 3 for example spectra.)
We construct a simple line model to examine the origins
of this behaviour. Excitation temperatures are assigned to
three of the lines, and the fourth determined by the excita-
tion temperature sum rule,
ν1667
Tex(1667)
+
ν1665
Tex(1665)
=
ν1612
Tex(1612)
+
ν1720
Tex(1720)
, (3)
which is a direct consequence of the definition of Tex and
is true under all conditions. A total OH column density is
assumed, and divided amongst the energy levels according
to the Boltzmann equation and line excitation temperatures.
Optical depths are then calculated from the usual definition
of opacity according to
τv =
c3
8piν30
gu
gl
NlAul(1− e−hν0/kTex) φv, (4)
where ν0 is the line rest frequency, Aul is the Einstein-A
coefficient of the transition, gu and gl are the degeneracies
of the upper and lower levels, Nl is the column density of
particles in the lower energy level, and φv is a normalised
Gaussian profile with a velocity width of ∆v (where all quan-
tities are in SI units). Finally, a 1667-MHz continuum back-
ground temperature and spectral index are assumed, and
the line brightness temperature profiles computed from the
basic expression for radiative transfer,
Tb(ν) = (Tex − Tc)(1− e−τv ), (5)
where this is expression describes the case where all the
continuum emission, Tc, lies behind the OH gas. We thus
construct simple model profiles for a range of excitation
states, column densities and continuum background temper-
atures, and may assess the range of conditions under which
we would expect to detect deviations from equation (2) in
the SPLASH cubes.
We find that even for small τ , some deviation is ex-
pected as a result of the frequency dependence of Tc, and
in some cases from anomalous excitation (when |Tex| is un-
usually small). However, with the exception of particularly
strong satellite-line inversions, the magnitude of the devia-
tions is generally within the noise in the SPLASH datacube.
Conversely, for τ1667 & 1, the rule rarely holds, and strong
deviations are readily observable for the majority of tested
excitation states and continuum background temperatures.
While this analysis is simplistic, the lack of significant de-
partures from the rule over the entire datacube strongly sug-
gests that the optical depths of the OH (averaged over the
Parkes beam) are small. This is consistent with the available
direct measurements of in-Plane OH optical depths along
limited sightlines, which typically find τ1667 . 0.1. (Nguyen-
Q-Rieu et al. 1976; Crutcher 1979; Dickey et al. 1981; Colgan
et al. 1989). The present work strongly suggests that the as-
sumption of small optical depths is valid over large sections
of the inner Galactic Disk; at least on the scales probed by
the Parkes beam.
Figure 4. Example spectra showing strong maser emission. The
data in these figures are extracted from point-source-optimised
cubes scaled in Janskys (see section 2.2), and have a chan-
nel width of 0.18 km s−1. The precise designations of these
known sources from the literature are (from the top downwards):
335.717+0.991 (Sevenster et al. 1997b) – an evolved stellar source;
343.127-0.063, 337.405-0.402 (Caswell 1998) – main-line masers
arising in high-mass star forming regions; and 339.884-1.259
(Caswell 2004) – a highly variable 1720-MHz maser again aris-
ing from a high-mass star forming region.
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4.2 Evidence for widespread main-line anomalies
and limitations of the LTE assumption
The assumption that the main lines are in local thermody-
namic equilibrium is sometimes used as a tool in the anal-
ysis of diffuse OH data (e.g. Heiles 1969; Knapp & Kerr
1973; Mattila et al. 1979; Wouterloot 1984; Wouterloot &
Habing 1985; Li & Goldsmith 2003). In LTE, the main-
line optical depths are related by τ1667 = 1.8 τ1665, and
departures from this ratio in the line brightness tempera-
tures are assumed to arise purely from optical depth effects
(rather than excitation effects). This approach is typically
rationalised from an observational perspective by the con-
firmation of main-line intensity ratios in the LTE range of
R1667/1665 = Tb(1667)/Tb(1665) = 1.0–1.8, where these val-
ues correspond to the optically thick and optically thin lim-
its, respectively. The theoretical rationale for approximately
LTE main lines has already been discussed in §1.1.
Nevertheless, ‘main-line anomalies’ are frequently re-
ported in the literature – either in the form of R1667/1665
values outside the permitted range (e.g. Turner 1973; Sancisi
et al. 1974; Kazes et al. 1977; Dickey et al. 1981; Grossmann
et al. 1990), or from explicit measurements of Tex(1667) and
Tex(1665) via emission/absorption observations against dis-
tant continuum sources (Crutcher 1977, 1979; Colgan et al.
1989). Of course, even a ‘thermal’ line ratio is not a conclu-
sive argument in favour of LTE, since permitted ratios may
arise for various non-LTE combinations of Tex and τ . As has
been discussed in detail by Crutcher (1979), such anomalies
can potentially cause large errors in derived properties if
LTE is erroneously assumed.
An examination of voxels detected at the 4σ level in
both main lines in the SPLASH cube reveals that R1667/1665
falls in the 1.0–1.8 range for approximately half. Once un-
certainties are taken into account, only ∼ 25 per cent fall
robustly within the LTE range, and ∼ 10 per cent fall ro-
bustly outside it, while the remaining ∼ 65 per cent are
ambiguous at the 3σ level. The physical interpretation of
these numbers must be approached with caution, since a
given velocity may contain multiple overlapping components
with differing densities and excitation states. However, we
may use this simple measure to select voxels for which the
LTE assumption produces valid mathematical solutions to
the transfer equations, and examine the extent to which the
assumption may be justified.
Under the assumption that all continuum emission, Tc,
lies behind the OH cloud, the radiative transfer equations
for the main lines in LTE are given by:
Tb(1667) = (Tex − Tc)(1− e−τ1667) (6)
Tb(1665) = (Tex − Tc)(1− e−τ1667/1.8), (7)
and may be solved exactly for Tex and the two optical
depths. Restricting our analysis to voxels where a physical
solution exists (R1667/1665 from 1.0–1.8), and to velocities at
which most OH may be reasonably assumed to lie in front
of the continuum (|vLSR| < 20 km s−1), we may compute
LTE solutions for Tex and τ throughout the pilot region. The
results of this experiment are telling. We find that Tex,LTE
is closely locked to the background continuum temperature,
with |Tc − Tex,LTE| < 1 K. τLTE fluctuates wildly, both spa-
tially and across line profiles, frequently reaching very high
values (∼ 5–15) that are inconsistent with the results of the
previous section (§4.1).
This clearly non-physical behaviour arises as a conse-
quence of forcing an LTE-solution to main lines whose exci-
tation temperatures are in reality not identical, a fact that
was also recognised by Crutcher (1979). He suggests that
main-line anomalies of |Tex(1667) − Tex(1665)| ∼ 0.5–2.0 K
are probably common throughout the diffuse ISM, based on
analysis of a small number of sight lines. Our results reach a
similar conclusion for a much larger area, and strongly sug-
gest that anomalous excitation in the OH main lines is the
norm – at least in this part of the Galactic Disk, and more
likely in the general case.
4.3 OH vs CO
OH has been found to be an effective tracer of diffuse molec-
ular gas outside the central, CO-bright regions of molecular
clouds (Wannier et al. 1993; Liszt & Lucas 1996; Barriault
et al. 2010; Allen et al. 2012; Cotten et al. 2012), as well
as of cold self-absorbing atomic gas in primarily molecular
regions (Li & Goldsmith 2003; Goldsmith & Li 2005). Given
this, we might expect the OH distribution in the Galactic
Plane to be more extended than that of CO. However, in
the SPLASH pilot region this is not observed.
The channel maps in Fig. A1 show 12CO(J=1–0) from
the NANTEN Galactic Plane Survey (Mizuno & Fukui
2004) together with the four OH lines. The NANTEN data
has been smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of FWHM=15
arcmin to match the resolution of the SPLASH cubes,
and both datasets are binned to a velocity resolution of
3.6 km s−1, both in order to improve the signal-to-noise,
and to allow the inclusion of the full velocity range of inter-
est without excluding data. In general, OH is always seen
where there is CO, but there is no indication that it extends
outside the boundaries of CO clouds. In fact, the CO is the
more extended and readily-detectable of the two, with ∼ 70
per cent of CO-detected voxels having no OH counterpart.
While much of this can be attributed to higher signal-to-
noise ratios in the CO (such that OH line wings are below
the detection threshold where CO line wings are not), the
fact remains that many CO lines have no detected OH at
all. Conversely, OH in the absence of CO makes up only ∼ 1
per cent of total OH detections (excluding masers). Here,
we consider the OH detection limit to be ∼ 30 mK, which
is the 3σ sensitivity for data binned to a channel width of
∼ 1.8 km s−1 – the largest value for which the narrowest
diffuse OH spectral line features are marginally resolved.
When examining why CO is more widely detected than
OH, a key issue is the continuum background level and its
effect on detectability. While the noise levels in the SPLASH
cubes are not dissimilar to other studies that have detected
extended OH envelopes (Wannier et al. 1993; Liszt & Lucas
1996; Barriault et al. 2010; Allen et al. 2012; Cotten et al.
2012), particularly when the data are binned over multiple
channels, these studies have observed either high latitude or
outer Galaxy clouds, where Tc is close to the CMB. In con-
trast, the continuum emission in the SPLASH pilot region
ranges from ∼ 8–45 K, with a mean of ∼ 12 K.
Figure 5 shows 1667-MHz detectability as a function of
Tex(1667) and Tc for OH column densities of 0.5, 2.0 and
5.0 × 1014 cm−2, where these values cover a representative
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Figure 5. Detectability of the 1667-MHz line as a function of total OH column density, N(OH), line excitation temperature, Tex, and
continuum background temperature, Tc. Dotted, solid and dashed lines show ±50 mK peak brightness temperature contours for Gaussian
line profiles of FWHM of ∆v = 2.5, 5.0 and 7.5 km s−1. This is the approximate 3σ detection limit for the SPLASH data. The grey
shaded area corresponds to |Tb(1667)| < 50 mK for the ∆v = 5.0 km s−1 case, illustrating the region of parameter space in which the
line is undetectable.
range measured in the Galactic Plane and nearby molecular
clouds (Nguyen-Q-Rieu et al. 1976; Crutcher 1979; Dickey
et al. 1981; Colgan et al. 1989). The plots are computed from
the simple radiative transfer case considered in equation (5),
and the standard relation between optical depth, excitation
temperature and the total ground-state OH column density
in cm−2,
N(OH) = 2.39× 1014 Tex(1667) τ0(1667) ∆v, (8)
where τ0(1667) is the peak optical depth of a Gaussian line
profile with FWHM ∆v (in km s−1). We consider Tc ranging
from 3–30 K, and Tex(1667) limits of 3 and 20 K, where the
Tex values are based on existing direct measurements of both
absorbing and emitting gas (Dickey et al. 1981; Colgan et al.
1989; Liszt & Lucas 1996).
In the low-τ regime in which we are working, the pa-
rameter determining detectability for a given column density
is (Tex − Tc)/Tex. It can be seen that for the lowest exam-
ined column density, main-line OH is undetectable across
much of the parameter space, with only high background
continuum temperatures guaranteeing detectability (in ab-
sorption). This makes detection particularly challenging in
the off-Plane regions of the datacube, where column den-
sities are likely on the low-end of the scale, and Tc is not
high. For higher column densities the situation improves,
and for a moderate N(OH) of 2.0 × 1014 cm−2, gas with
|(Tex−Tc)/Tex| & 0.2 will be detected in the SPLASH cubes.
For continuum levels typical of the off-Plane portions of the
pilot region (Tc ∼ 8–12 K), this translates to a requirement
of |Tex − Tc| & 2 K.
The satellite lines offer an alternative probe, since they
are generally out of equilibrium and their excitation tem-
peratures either negative, very positive, or strongly sub-
thermal. As discussed in section 3, around 10 per cent of
all diffuse OH detections are seen in the satellite lines alone,
demonstrating that small |Tex − Tc| is indeed responsible
for the lack of main-line detection in these cases at least.
However, the lower transition strength of the satellite lines
means that the factor |(Tex−Tc)/Tex|must be approximately
9 times larger than for the 1667-MHz line in order to pro-
duce radiation of the same intensity. For the moderate col-
umn density case this sets an approximate detection limit of
|(Tex − Tc)/Tex| & 2. While the distribution of OH satellite-
line excitation temperatures has not yet been determined
on large scales in the Galaxy, it is likely that satellite-only
detections will be limited either to regions of moderate col-
umn density, or to where the population inversion (and anti-
inversion) is particularly strong.
More stringent quantitative limits on the OH column
density await the results of deeper pointed observations, as
well as an in-depth assessment of the satellite-line excita-
tion state across the wider survey region. However, from
a practical perspective we may conclude that studies of the
transition-state molecular ISM using OH are best conducted
either towards regions of either significantly high or signifi-
cantly low continuum brightness. The moderate continuum
brightness temperatures seen in much of the SPLASH pi-
lot cube are not conducive to such studies, and are likely in
part responsible for the lack of OH detection from molecular
cloud envelopes.
4.4 Maser sources in the pilot region
Throughout the pilot survey region, we detect masers in all
four OH transitions. As described in Section 1.1, we identify
as a maser or maser candidate any source that fulfils the
following criteria:
• The emission appears unresolved in the Parkes beam,
• The spectral profile shows narrow features,
• The pattern of matching or symmetrical features typical
of diffuse OH is not seen in the other three lines.
In this context, the term ‘maser candidate’ primarily applies
to those objects with flux densities close to the SPLASH
detection limit, since it is possible that such features may
be false detections, and/or that corresponding profiles in the
other 3 lines are present just below the detection threshold.
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The approximate locations of the maser sources are
shown in Fig. 2. We do not provide positions in this work,
since the Parkes beam does not allow precise positional de-
termination. Accurate positions for these masers are cur-
rently being obtained with follow-up work using the ATCA
and will be reported in a future publication.
We find a total of 196 sites which contain maser sources.
Of these, 149 show emission in the 1612-MHz line, 49 in the
1665-MHz line, 50 in the 1667-MHz line and 6 in the 1720-
MHz line. Figure 6 shows a Venn diagram of the overlap
between the four transitions. Here, two masers are consid-
ered to be coincident if their peak positions occupy either the
same or adjacent pixels, and their velocity ranges overlap.
We note that given the large Parkes beam and the relatively
loose requirement for agreement in velocity, we cannot be
certain that such associations are genuine – either in the
sense of emission in both lines arising from physically asso-
ciated parcels of gas, or in the sense of being excited by the
same powering source.
Main-line masers show the largest overlap; of the 1665-
and 1667-MHz masers, 31 are present in both transitions.
For main-line masers in star formation regions, Caswell
(1998) combined the results of Caswell & Haynes (1983,
1987) to find that 90 per cent of 1665-MHz OH masers
have a 1667-MHz counterpart. SPLASH finds a somewhat
lower fractional association rate (63 per cent). This deficit
of associations likely arises in part from contamination from
evolved star masers that have been included in our associa-
tion statistics, but this may not explain the entirety of the
discrepancy. Caswell (1998) noted that the median flux den-
sity ratio of 1665- to 1667-MHz sources is 3. This flux density
ratio has considerable scatter and may exhibit a dependence
on the luminosity of the 1665-MHz maser emission, similar
to 6.7-GHz methanol to OH maser ratios (Caswell 1997)
and 6.7-GHz methanol to 12.2-GHz methanol maser ratios
(Breen et al. 2011). If this were the case, it is conceivable
that the weaker sources we detect in general have a larger
flux density ratio, pushing the 1667-MHz counterpart below
our detection threshold in some cases. A further possibility is
that our much more sensitive observations have uncovered a
population of sources with properties different to those cata-
logued by Caswell & Haynes (1983, 1987). Each of these sce-
narios with be investigated in future publications using the
full SPLASH OH maser data, as well as with high-resolution
follow-up observations.
The majority of the 19 1667-MHz OH masers that are
not associated with a 1665-MHz source are associated with
1612 MHz maser emission (14 of 19), and in general con-
sist of weak emission at the velocity of one or both of the
peaks in the 1612-MHz double-horned profile. Four of the six
1720-MHz OH maser detections are associated with 1665-
MHz emission, with a mixture of additional accompany-
ing transitions. One of the solitary 1720-MHz OH masers,
334.10+0.40, is a new detection, and may be of the vari-
ety noted by Caswell (2004) as possibly associated with star
formation despite the absence of main-line emission.
The pilot region has previously been surveyed for OH
main-line maser emission by untargetted mosaicing obser-
vations with the ATCA (Caswell 1998), allowing us to com-
pare our detection statistics. This survey covered Galactic
latitudes of approximately −1◦ < l < +1◦. Its frequency
coverage allowed for the detection of the 1665-MHz line at
Figure 6. Venn diagram showing the overlap in occurrence of
masers and maser candidates in the four OH lines.
Galactic velocities, and the 1667-MHz line only at velocities
less negative than −80 km s−1. For this reason we com-
pare only the 1665-MHz line here. Where the Caswell and
SPLASH survey regions overlap, Caswell detected 37 1665-
MHz OH maser sites, all but one of which were also detected
by SPLASH. These 37 sites correspond to 29 distinct po-
sitions in the Parkes data, since in some cases more than
one site falls within within the same Parkes beam. In addi-
tion to this, we detect a further 12 1665-MHz maser sources
in our data that were not detected by Caswell and a fur-
ther 11 outside his survey region. i.e. in the region which
has previously been surveyed we find approximately 30 per
cent of our masers and maser candidates are new detec-
tions. If follow-up observations confirm that the majority of
these new candidates are indeed masers, then the complete
sampling and increased sensitivity of SPLASH compared to
previous work will have produced a substantial increase in
the known population for this transition. In regions which
have not been subject to untargetted surveys the fraction of
newly detected masers is expected to be greater.
In Fig. 7 we show the distribution of peak flux densi-
ties for our and Caswell’s data. For those masers detected
in both observations, there is a reasonably good one-to-one
correspondence in the peak flux densities, with some scat-
ter. This suggests that the 1665-MHz masers typically vary
by a factor of a few over the timescale between the obser-
vations for the two datasets (16-20 years). However, three
non-detections in the Caswell data have substantial peak
flux densities in our data (between 3.8 and 7.0 Jy). The most
likely explanation for this is that these three objects have ex-
hibited particularly strong flux density variations. We note
the appearance of a significant asymmetry in the sources
detected on a single epoch: 12 sources detected by SPLASH
and not Caswell, compared to 1 detected by Caswell and not
by SPLASH. The larger number of sources detected only
in SPLASH may be largely accounted for by the slightly
less sensitive Caswell data, especially given the non-uniform
sampling of the Galactic plane (8 of these 12 sources have
flux densities significantly less than 1 Jy).
Sevenster et al. (1997b) surveyed the entire SPLASH
pilot region for masers in the 1612-MHz line. They identi-
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Figure 7. Distribution of peak flux densities of 1665-MHz maser
sources as detected by SPLASH and Caswell (1998). The dotted
line represents equality between the two flux density measure-
ments. Non-detections Caswell’s data are plotted at his 5σ detec-
tion limit of 160 mJy, with arrows pointing left. The single source
reported by Caswell that is not detected in the SPLASH data is
plotted at a 5σ detection limit of 400 mJy (higher than most of
the survey region due to the presence of bright continuum at that
position) with an arrow pointing downwards.
fied 65 masers within this region, all but two of which are
detected in our observations. Here we require the peak posi-
tion of the maser in the Sevenster catalogue to fall either on
or adjacent to the peak pixel position of the SPLASH source,
and that the velocities ranges of the two sources overlap. Of
the 61 detected sources, 59 appear as distinct sites within
the Parkes beam. In addition to this, we detect 91 maser
sources that were not detected in Sevenster’s work. A com-
parison of the distribution of peak flux densities between
the two datasets (Fig. 8) shows a scatter that is partly due
to intrinsic variability. Generally, the points fall to the left
of the dotted line of equality in the figure. This is due to a
lower reported peak flux density in the Sevenster et al. data,
arising from a spectral channel width that is considerably
larger than that of the present work (1.46 km s−1 compared
to 0.18 km s−1). This tends to reduce the measured peak
flux density when emission features have line widths that
are comparable to (or smaller than) the channel width. Sev-
enster et al. noted this and compared their results to higher
spectral resolution observations of a subset of their sample,
finding that their peak flux densities were reduced by fac-
tors of between 1.3 and 1.8 compared to the higher spectral
resolution data. We find that the Sevenster et al. (1997b)
peak flux densities are, on average, 1.75 times less than the
SPLASH peak flux densities, consistent with their analysis.
The scatter in Fig. 8 is also increased by this effect.
Overall, approximately 60 per cent of the 1612-MHz
masers and maser candidates in the SPLASH pilot region
are new detections. This large number is likely a result not
only of improved sensitivity, but also because of the dif-
ferences in velocity resolution and detection criteria in the
Figure 8. Distribution of peak flux densities of 1612-MHz maser
sources as detected by SPLASH and Sevenster et al. (1997b). The
dotted line represents equality between the two flux density mea-
surements. Non-detections in Sevenster et al.’s data are shown
at their 5σ detection limit of 175 mJy, with arrows pointing left.
Non-detections in the SPLASH data are plotted at the 5σ detec-
tion limits appropriate for their locations, with arrows pointing
downwards.
two surveys. The per-channel rms sensitivity of Sevenster
et al.’s catalogue is ∼ 35 mJy in 90 per cent of their fields.
When binned to the same channel width as Sevenster et al.’s
study, SPLASH is more sensitive by a factor of ∼1.5 (the
mean unbinned per-channel rms sensitivity is ∼65 mJy).
Additionally, Sevenster et al. (1997a) require detections in
three (not necessarily consecutive) velocity channels for a
source to qualify for inclusion in their catalogue (or four
channels for weak emission), meaning sources with intrin-
sic linewidths less than 4.4 km s−1 (5.8 km s−1 in the weak
case) are more easily rejected. We find that SPLASH sources
that were not detected by Sevenster et al. (1997b) are typi-
cally sources that are either narrow, relatively weak (. 1 Jy
in SPLASH) and/or have only a single spectral component.
The absence of the strongest 1612-MHz maser (33.9 Jy) de-
tected in the SPLASH observations, 343.119-0.067 (Caswell
1999), may also be attributable to its narrow linewidth of
(FWHM) ∆v ∼ 0.7 km s−1.
It is also likely that intrinsic variations in the peak flux
densities are responsible for some differences in source de-
tection in the two catalogues. In particular, we note that the
strongest 1612-MHz maser detected by Sevenster et al. in the
pilot region, 338.925+0.557, was not detected by SPLASH.
This source coincides with maser emission from methanol
(Caswell et al. 2011) and OH at 1665-, 1667- and 1720-MHz
(Caswell 1999, 2004) at a site of star formation, with all
transitions displaying strong variability. This strong intrin-
sic variability is a likely explanation for its absence from
SPLASH.
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5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the first results from SPLASH – a sensi-
tive, fully-sampled and unbiased survey of all four 18-cm
ground-state transitions of OH in the Southern Galactic
Plane and Galactic Centre region. The pilot region (334◦ <
l < 344◦, |b| < 2◦) presented here covers 40 square degrees
of the inner Galaxy, including several prominent spiral arms
and the 3 kpc Arm tangent. The 1612-, 1665-, 1667- and
1720-MHz spectral line cubes (optimised for weak, extended
emission) have a per-channel rms sensitivity of ∼ 16 mK in
a (binned) 0.7 km s−1 channel and an effective resolution
of ∼ 15.5 arcmin. The sensitivity of the survey to unre-
solved maser sources is ∼ 65 mJy in a 0.18 km s−1 channel.
SPLASH also provides complementary continuum maps at
1612, 1666 and 1720 MHz, with an estimated uncertainty of
. 1.0 K.
Diffuse OH is detected in all four transitions throughout
the SPLASH pilot region, tracing prominent Galactic struc-
tures. The lines show a characteristic signature: main lines
with |Tb(1667)| & |Tb(1665)| (usually seen in absorption),
and a symmetrical pattern of emission and absorption in
the satellite lines. In approximately 10 per cent of detected
voxels, signal is seen in the satellite lines alone, highlight-
ing their largely-untapped potential as tracers of the diffuse
molecular ISM. In such cases the lack of main-line detection
must arise from main-line excitation temperatures that are
within a couple of degrees of the diffuse continuum back-
ground.
Indeed, the level of the continuum background is an im-
portant determinant of OH line detectability. While other
studies at similar sensitivities have observed OH envelopes
extending beyond the central CO-bright regions of molecu-
lar cloud complexes, we do not observe this phenomenon in
the present work. We argue that small values of |Tex − Tc|
are at least in part responsible for this lack of detection,
particularly in the off-Plane regions of the cube, where col-
umn densities are likely to be low, and excitation tempera-
tures are likely close to the continuum brightness tempera-
ture (Tc ∼ 8–12 K). While the satellite lines (which are al-
ways anomalously excited) offer an alternative probe, their
smaller transition strengths present a different obstacle to
detection. Quantitative limits on the OH column density
await the results of deeper pointed observations, as well as an
in-depth assessment of excitation patterns across the wider
survey region. Nevertheless, it is evident that studies of the
transition-state ISM are best conducted toward regions of
either significantly high or significantly low background con-
tinuum emission.
From simultaneous examination of all four transitions,
we conclude that diffuse OH optical depths (averaged over
the Parkes beam) are small throughout the pilot region –
an assumption which is likely to remain valid throughout
the Milky Way. We also find that the assumption that the
main lines are in LTE produces unphysical results, implying
that ‘anomalous’ main-line excitation is the norm through-
out this section of the Galactic Disk. These results highlight
the power of matching observations of the full set of ground
state lines, and provide an important basis for analysis of
the full survey.
Finally, preliminary analysis of the population of
ground-state OH masers in the region suggests that the
complete sampling and high sensitivity of SPLASH will re-
sult in the detection of a substantial population of hitherto
unknown maser sources. Approximately 50 per cent of the
OH masers and maser candidates identified in the pilot re-
gion are new detections, with the majority of these in the
1612-MHz line. Scatter in flux density between the present
work and previous surveys provides some constraints on vari-
ability, which in some cases includes the absence of strong
masers that were previously observed, or the detection of
strong sources not present in previous work. Follow-up ob-
servations of the SPLASH source sample with the ATCA
are underway.
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APPENDIX A: CHANNEL MAPS
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Figure A1. Velocity channel maps (vLSR) of all four ground state OH lines. Each panel shows the mean brightness temperature in
a 3.7 km s−1 interval. 12CO(J=1–0) data from the NANTEN Galactic Plane Survey is shown for comparison, smoothed to a spatial
resolution of 15.5 arcmin.
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